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Section 1 of 
You can save the form at any time and resume it later. You do not need to be logged in when you resume.
This is the unique reference for this application generated by the system.
You can put what you want here to help you track applications if you make lots of them. It is passed to the authority.
Are you an agent acting on behalf of the applicant?
Put "no" if you are applying on your own behalf or on behalf of a business you own or work for.
Applicant Details
Name
Contact Details
Is the applicant:
Is the applicant applying as an organisation or as an individual
Is the applicant applying as an organisation or as an individual
A sole trader is a business owned by one person without any special legal structure.  Applying as an individual means the applicant is applying so the applicant can be employed, or for some other personal reason, such as following a hobby.
Applicant Business
Is the applicant's business registered in the UK with Companies House?
Is the Applicant's business registered in the UK with Companies House
Is the Applicant's business registered in the UK with Companies House
Is the applicant's business registered outside the UK?
Is the applicant's business registered outside the UK
Is the applicant's business registered outside the UK
If the applicant's business is registered, use its registered name.
VAT number
Put "none" if the applicant is not registered for VAT.
Applicant's position in the business
The country where the applicant's headquarters are.
Address
Address
User Profile
Name
Contact Details
Are you:
A sole trader is a business owned by one person without any special legal structure.  Applying as an individual means you are applying so you can be employed, or for some other personal reason, such as following a hobby.
Your Business
Is your business registered in the UK with Companies House?
Is your business registered outside the UK?
The entity with which your business is registered, for example "Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce".
If your business is registered, use its registered name.
VAT number
Put "none" if you are not registered for VAT.
The country where the headquarters of your business is located.
Address
Address
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PREMISES DETAILS
Refer to the                                  while completing this form.
Premises licence number/club premises certificate number
You must enter the premises name
Name of premises
TITLE PLACEHOLDER
Are you able to provide a postal address, OS map reference or description of the premises?
Please provide either the address of the premises, or an ordnance survey reference, or a description of the location of the premises.
You must select which type of address your are able to give
Address
You must give an OS map reference
Premises OS Map Reference
You must give a description of the address
Address Description
Contact Details
You must enter a brief description of the premises
Brief description of premises
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APPLICANT DETAILS
Section Instructions
You must select whether or not you are the premises licence holder
Are you the  premises licence holder/club premises certificate holder?
You must select yes or no
Are the applicants address and contact details the same as the premises address and contact details given in section 2?
Address
You must select Yes or No
Is the address the same as (or similar to) the address given in section one?
Is the address the same as (or similar to) the address given in section one?
Is the address the same as (or similar to) the address given in section one?
If “Yes” is selected you can re-use the details from section one, or amend them as required.  Select “No” to enter a completely new set of details.
Contact Details
Select yes or no to indicate if the contact details are the same as (or similar to) the contact details in section one.
Select yes or no to indicate if the contact details are the same as (or similar to) the contact details in section one.
Are the contact details the same as (or similar to) those given in section one?
You must select Yes or No
If “Yes” is selected you can re-use the details from section one, or amend them as required.  Select “No” to enter a completely new set of details.
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PROPOSED VARIATION
Section Instructions
Would you like the variation to take effect from as soon as possible?
From what date do you want the variation to take effect from?
Please enter a valid date (must be post 1900)
/
/
 dd               mm             yyyy
Do you want the proposed variation to have effect in relation to the introduction of the late night levy? 
Describe Briefly The Nature Of The Proposed Variation
Describe the proposed variation(s) in detail in the box below and explain why you consider that they could not have an adverse effect on the promotion of any of the licensing objectives.                                               This should include whether new or increased levels of licensable activities will be taking place indoors or outdoors (indoors may include a tent).  
Details of proposed variation(s)
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OPERATING SCHEDULE
Select those parts of the Operating Schedule which would be subject to change if this application to vary were successful (check all that apply)
Provision of regulated entertainment
Provision of late night refreshment and alcohol
This can only relate to reducing licensed hours, or moving them without any overall increase between 7am and 11pm.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Are you able to submit the premises licence/club premises certificate (or relevant part)?
Are you able to submit a copy of the plan?
This is necessary if the proposed variation will affect the layout.
Reasons why you have failed to submit the premises licence/club premises certificate or relevant parts, and a copy of the plan (if the proposed variation will affect the layout) 
Any further information to support your application. You should use this box to provide any additional evidence to support your claim that the proposed variation is `minor' and could not have an adverse impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
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NOTES FOR GUIDANCE
1. General Note: The minor variations process can only be used for variations that could have no adverse impact on the promotion of any of the four licensing objectives. (These are: the prevention of crime and disorder; public safety; the prevention of public nuisance; and the protection of children from harm.)
 
It cannot be used to:
 
·         extend the period for which the licence has effect;
·         vary substantially the premises to which it relates;
·         specify, in a premises licence, an individual as the designated premises supervisor;
·         add the sale by retail or supply of alcohol as an activity authorised by a licence or certificate; 
·         authorise the sale by retail or supply of alcohol at any time between 11pm and 7am; 
·         authorise an increase in the amount of time on any day during which alcohol may be sold by retail or supplied;
·         include the alternative licence condition referred to in section 41D(3) of the Licensing Act 2003 in a premises licence. 
 
2. Description of premises: For example the type of premises, its general situation and layout and any other information which could be relevant to the licensing objectives. This should include any activities in or associated with the use of the premises which may give rise to concern in respect of children regardless of whether you intend children to have access to the premises, for example (but not exclusively) nudity or semi-nudity, films for restricted age groups, the presence of gaming machines etc.
 
3. You do not have to pay a fee if the only purpose of the variation for which you are applying is to avoid becoming liable to the late night levy.
 
4. Give full details of all the proposed variation(s). Failure to provide sufficient information may lead to the refusal of your application. Details should include a description of the proposed variation(s) in terms as precise as possible. If you are not precise, the licensing authority may decide that the changes you propose would be potentially broader in scope than you intend and reject your application as not being a `minor' variation. You should also include a statement about why you consider the variations proposed could not have an impact on the licensing objectives listed in section 4(2) of the Act. You should cover each of the objectives that could possibly apply to your proposal (or if more than one, to each proposal) and say why you think there could be no adverse impact on that objective. Your application will be assisted by including as much information as you can about this. (However, there is a box at the end of the form for `further information', and this should be used for any relevant background information not directly related to the variation.) Relevant information includes:
 
a) Variations to licensable activities/licensing hours (all timings should be given in 24 hour clock e.g. 16.00. Only give details for the days of the week when you intend the premises to be used for the activity), such as:
 
·         Whether new or increased levels of licensable activities will be taking place indoors or outdoors (indoors may include a tent); 
·         Relevant further details, for example whether music will be amplified or unamplified; 
·         Standard days and timing when the activity will take place, including start and finish times; 
·         Any seasonal variations in timings, e.g. additional days during the summer; and
·         Non-standard timings, e.g. where you wish the activity to go on longer on a particular day such as Christmas Eve.  
b) Variations to premises/club layout: If you are applying for a variation to the layout of your premises, you must include a revised plan. You should be aware that your application is likely to be refused if the proposed variation could: 
·         increase capacity for drinking on the premises;
·         affect access between the public part of the premises and the rest of the premises or the street or public way, e.g. block emergency exits or routes to emergency exits; or 
·         impede the effective operation of a noise reduction measure.  
 
c) Revisions, removals and additions of conditions: The minor variation process may be used to remove conditions which are out of date or invalid and to revise conditions which are unclear (as long as the intention and effect remains the same). It can also be used to add a new condition volunteered by the applicant or mutually agreed between the applicant and a responsible authority, such as the police or the environmental health authority (subject to impact on the licensing objectives).
 
d) Variations to opening hours: Details of any changes to hours when the premises or club is open to the public.
 
5. Further information: You should use this box to provide any additional evidence to support your claim that the proposed variation is `minor' and could not have an adverse impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
 
6. Signatures: The application form must be signed.
 
7. Authorised agent: An applicant's agent (e.g. solicitor) may sign the form on their behalf and, in so doing, will be confirming that they have actual authority to do so.
 
8. 2nd Applicant: Where there is more than one applicant, both applicants or their respective agents must sign the application form.
 
9. This is the address which we shall use to correspond with you about this application. This might not be the same as the address of the premises or applicant, but these addresses must also be provided.
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NOTES ON REGULATED ENTERTAINMENT
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
In terms of specific regulated entertainments please note that: 
·         Plays: no licence is required for performances between 08:00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the audience 
         does not exceed 500.
·         Films: no licence is required for ‘not-for-profit’ film exhibition held in community premises  between 08.00 and 
         23.00 on any day provided that the audience does not exceed 500 and the organiser (a) gets consent to the 
         screening from a person who is responsible for the premises; and (b) ensures that each such screening abides 
         by age classification ratings.
·         Indoor sporting events: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided 
         that the audience does not exceed 1000.    
·         Boxing or Wrestling Entertainment:  no licence is required for a contest, exhibition or display of Greco-Roman 
         wrestling, or freestyle wrestling between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the audience does not 
         exceed 1000. Combined fighting sports – defined as a contest, exhibition or display which combines boxing or 
         wrestling with one or more martial arts – are licensable as a boxing or wrestling entertainment rather than an 
         indoor sporting event.
·         Live music: no licence permission is required for:
o         a performance of unamplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, on any premises.
o         a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on premises authorised to sell 
         alcohol for consumption on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500.
o         a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a workplace that is not 
         licensed to sell alcohol on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500. 
o         a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a church hall, village hall, 
         community hall, or other similar community premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell 
         alcohol, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the 
         performance from a person who is responsible for the premises.
o         a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at the non-residential premises 
         of (i) a local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, 
         and (b) the organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) the local 
         authority concerned, or (ii) the school or (iii) the health care provider for the hospital.
·         Recorded Music: no licence permission is required for:
o         any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on premises authorised to sell alcohol 
         for consumption on those premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500.
o         any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a church hall, village hall, 
         community hall, or other similar community premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell 
         alcohol, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the 
         performance from a person who is responsible for the premises.
o         any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at the non-residential premises of (i) a 
         local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) 
         the organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) the local authority 
         concerned, or (ii) the school proprietor or (iii) the health care provider for the hospital. 
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
·         Dance: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided that the 
         audience does not exceed 500. However, a performance which amounts to adult entertainment remains 
         licensable.
·         Cross activity exemptions: no licence is required between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, with no limit on 
         audience size for:   
o         any entertainment taking place on the premises of the local authority where the entertainment is provided 
         by or on behalf of the local authority; 
o         any entertainment taking place on the hospital premises of the health care provider where the 
         entertainment is provided by or on behalf of the health care provider; 
o         any entertainment taking place on the premises of the school where the entertainment is provided by or 
         on behalf of the school proprietor; and
o         any entertainment (excluding films and a boxing or wrestling entertainment) taking place at a travelling 
         circus, provided that (a) it takes place within a moveable structure that accommodates the audience, and 
         (b) that the travelling circus has not been located on the same site for more than 28 consecutive days. 
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
Describe in general the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives
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PAYMENT DETAILS
This fee must be paid to the authority. If you complete the application online, you must pay it by debit or credit card.
You must enter the fee amount,  if no fee is applicable, please enter 0 (zero)
ATTACHMENTS
AUTHORITY POSTAL ADDRESS
Address
DECLARATION
You must check the box for this declaration
Ticking this box indicates you have read and understood the above declaration
This section should be completed by the applicant, unless you answered "Yes" to the question "Are you an agent acting on behalf of the applicant?”
A full name must be entered
PLACEHOLDER FOR GUIDANCE NOTES
A capacity must be entered
Date must be entered
The date of signature must be provided
Date
Please enter a valid date (must be post 1900)
/
/
 dd               mm             yyyy
Once you're finished you need to do the following:
1. Save this form to your computer by clicking file/save as...
2. Go back to  to upload this file and continue with your application. 
Don't forget to make sure you have all your supporting documentation to hand.
IT IS AN OFFENCE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE LICENSING ACT 2003, TO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION. THOSE WHO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT MAY BE LIABLE ON SUMMARY CONVICTION TO A FINE OF ANY AMOUNT.
OFFICE USE ONLY
Digital Signature Information
Continued from previous page...
Continued from previous page...
Application for a Minor Variation to a Premises Licence or Club  Premises Certificate
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mE8E5VsEEaQDysqphfcby9H1gnApxMGsAMIxQd1QQAs53O13E/DFFwCAgQlQgGYOBJoF1lCQELlh
BG3IQAZq0IYCvIEMBFgArE6irljtQSEtTAgG2gCHNhzmBAPagA3QMIYJQNBwa9gABf9O4EAwTIAF
LJjDQBxAhgLA4XafsUAHxjAGEVhAiT1RlKBAphEmLGAMHdANZjhAgToYJg4VqJsdHNAAG+hwNBPA
DB6WyAYneSGMOovDlXxAAS9EYSgOiOFFMKCvCZwABaNBwQRM8C4f2mAN6VEkCk4QBxpQgIMCccBX
qhOHDPiLRUNjgRtWiB2G4KABS0KibuJoAuO9iwJTEAoa6qBI4cRyIEqajmBM06rmsOAzNVieQPbA
Bz70gQ8ZMcUfSiEQQfwhEMiEiCAE4YmE7KESgRhERgoxhhSoyjcpQqQNjDcBoayBAqMRDBkEYoQC
jMECziEM0AbkKQtkgG8CMQQwEGH/C2BA4hCieGFFINEJSFSlEaTohCAgwgdVdOIQ0TSIJzrRiUpk
xAGfeJcFDmlIEwhxRTZYHhpcYwIbTCE9GDANC4TjmtHYIA4s0E1pojIQS5DipjglhSoWShFIuCIV
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gXhCFIwAKGwJcoZGHOIQldgDXe0KAISSAhCjMMR7KyGfUojiDzgoBSNKwQRRVOKvAxGEITghCj+M
YreEBYAp9CsKaoqiEdV8VCP0awgEJ0QHhUCk8SbTCwDkwQSFcMAabNDSyZD1M/v6TBJOoaC0ToIg
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nAENJ+BR0yVtNiACHRAwC2FTwDcKVAcAo0BsnCdQpZUeSTZwA8EEixdqOoZ0AzF9vAUAnhYKORJ1
mVdr8DYQWMdM9uVsqOBdgsAHieAKiaALL6QLtxVDZDAFd7MBZrQihQAAa7ALfNAcd7GDG6BDSSBu
BuFdwMcHbwUJOICBdSVXA4FQmHCC35dkQAUAouB+VsdlPzUKrOUKlTdMNuVlfLB+pCCCAKAL+mZR
fpBkpJBhocB3OwWCCeV6CgEDUyAYFXCEFYACPmAHV1ViOJAHsfEuHDBVDnQBpP+UaKQAfAH3CCJo
CuGHCKtQCaVQCYbwQg+2a4YwC4awa48AajlWfvDVCJcmCzcWcKQQUTiwW97HBPImC5CwCo3ACOEn
CxaFcLp2i4ZAUKO2UJpni6tQCn/AiVRYMUkwBj5QB9CIF3w0KvyhRHOAB2gwA77gKZ4iAmOQBCug
hGj1XQThB67VVH8gh7uVUNGkeYIlZVqHCqtGCsDQCLsVfqhwCFZ3irBocAOBCJjgWvMWWrMwTK0V
fpgwCW9lCTwVaTgVfuZ3EGRwFx41NBPwAxtQCC/kAMGQGgJBAmggYxcAAx4QhQvRCAZGWhvWVEwg
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